19th Artistic Contest
“LET’S GIVE PEACE TO THE WORLD”
Oświęcim 2020
under the patronage of
the Mayor of Oświęcim
REGULATIONS

The artistic contest “Let’s Give Peace to the World” addressed to children and youth
is an invitation to depict the surrounding reality in an artistic way, expressing the right to
live in a world free of wars. Artworks should contain creative activity expressing the
reaction, warning or protest against evil around the world, against violence. This creative
activity should be the affirmation of life, love and joy, the ideas of respect towards other
people indiscriminately of their skin colour, rase or religion.
Organizer:
- Community Centre of Oświęcim
Contest aims:
- promoting the idea of peace and respect towards human rights,
- presenting endeavours and achievements of artistically talented children and youth
concerning the topic defined by the contest slogan,
- developing imagination and creativity of children and youth,
- searching for creative solutions,
- developing the skills of noticing and experiencing various phenomena which occur in
the surrounding world and violate the right to lead a peaceful and respectable life.
Contest scope:
- international
Participation regulations:
 Contest slogan: “Let’s Give Peace to the World”
 Participants: children and youth aged 7 to 19 years old.
Artworks of individual authors. Collective artworks will not be accepted or
evaluated.
 Number and format of artworks: maximum 2 artworks of one author; A3 format
(42 x 29,7 cm). Artworks must not be stiffened or framed.
 Technique: painting, pastel, drawing, graphics, any flat techniques excluding batik
and glass painting.
 On the reverse side:
- name (legible signature),
- age,
- author’s address or the address of an institution submitting artworks
(eg. community centre, school, club etc.), e-mail address.



Deadline and submission:
Artworks in flat stiff envelopes should be sent until the deadline date of June 26,
2020 (date as postmarked) to the following address:
Oświęcimskie Centrum Kultury, ul. Śniadeckiego 24, 32-600 Oświęcim,
Polska (Community Centre of Oświęcim / Śniadeckiego 24 / 32-600
Oświęcim / Poland).

The Organizers do not take the responsibility for possible damages of the artworks sent by
post or courier.
Evaluation of artworks:
1. The Contest Jury appointed by the Organizer evaluate the artworks in the following age
categories: 7-10 year olds; 11-13 year olds; 14-16 year olds; 17-19 year olds and the
Jury decide about qualifying artworks for the contest and awarding prizes.
2. The Contest Jury can award a special prize, regular prizes and distinction qualifying
artworks for the post-contest exhibition in each of the age categories.
3. The decisions of the Contest Jury are final.
Remarks:
1. The Organizers reserve the rights to publish and reproduce contest artworks
without paying royalties.
2. The artworks become the Organizer’s property.
3. Of age participants and parents or legal guardians (in case of under-age
participants) give their permission for the transmission of their personal data by the
Community Centre of Oświęcim for the charter purposes.
4. Submitting artworks you accept the contest regulations.
Contest Calendar:
1. Submission of artworks – deadline: June 26, 2020.
2. Evaluation of artworks: until August 25, 2020.
3. Announcement of results: until August 28, 2020. The results are to be published on
the Organizer’s website www.ock.org.pl
4. Opening of the post-contest exhibition and the awards ceremony take place in:
September, 2020 the Community Centre of Oświęcim (laureates will be notified
about the date and time of the exhibition in a separate letter via email).
Contest Coordinator: Magdalena Prochowska
Community Centre of Oświęcim, phone: (+4833) 842 25 75, 842 44 61, 842 44 63,
e-mail: magda.prochowska@ock.org.pl

